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Complete and rapid
regeneration of fragments
from the upside-down
jellyfish Cassiopea

Malte Ostendarp*†, Julia Plewka*†, Jenny Flathmann,
Arjen Tilstra, Yusuf C. El-Khaled and Christian Wild

Department of Marine Ecology, Faculty of Biology and Chemistry (FB 2), University of Bremen,
Bremen, Germany
The upside-down jellyfish Cassiopea increasingly occurs in many (sub-)

tropical coastal habitats such as mangrove forests, seagrass meadows, and

coral reefs. Its mixotrophic lifestyle and ecophysiological plasticity as well as a

high regenerative capacity may be reasons for its success. While the

regeneration of umbrella tissue and body structures (i.e. rhopalia and oral

arms) was already demonstrated, it remains unclear whether a fully functioning

medusa can regenerate from only umbrella tissue. In this study, we thus

investigated the regeneration of umbrella fragments over time. We

conducted a laboratory experiment for which we used 18 Cassiopea

medusae of three different size classes that were cut into two pieces each,

one fragment with oral arms and one without. Over a total observation period

of 5 weeks, we regularly monitored survival, pulsation behavior, growth and the

regeneration pattern of fragments. Findings revealed that 100% of the

fragments with oral arms and 88% of the fragments without oral arms

survived. Pulsation behavior occurred in all fragments and lasted until the

end of the experiment in 94% of all fragments. The umbrella area of fragments

without oral arms showed a significantly higher decrease in the first two weeks

compared to fragments with oral arms. A complete regeneration of umbrella

tissue was observed in all fragments, with and without oral arms alike, and 50%

of all fragments even regenerated rhopalia or oral arms as body structures after

33 days. These results suggest an outstanding regenerative capacity of

Cassiopea jellyfish after fragmentation. This may contribute to (i) explain the

currently observed success of upside-down jellyfish and (ii) extend our

knowledge about its regeneration process, which might even act as an

asexual reproduction mode in Cassiopea.

KEYWORDS

Cassiopea sp., whole body regeneration, fragmentation, umbrella tissue, oral arms,
survival, specific growth rate
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Introduction
The ability to replace lost body parts, which is generally

defined as regeneration, is widespread in the animal kingdom

(Bely and Nyberg, 2010). Among metazoans, the extent of

regeneration is highly variable occurring at different life stages

and levels of biological organisation (Alvarado, 2000; Bely and

Nyberg, 2010). Animals with high regenerative capacities like

planarians for example can regenerate their complete body out

of small tissue pieces (Rink, 2012), while other animals like

newts are only capable of regenerating specific body parts such

as limbs (Kintner and Brockes, 1984).

In the phylum Cnidaria, regeneration occurs both during the

polyp and medusa stage (Galliot and Schmid, 2002; Agata and

Inoue, 2012; Fujita et al., 2021). The ability to reaggregate and

regenerate from dissociated tissue fragments is present in all

polyp species as well as in numerous medusa types (Galliot and

Schmid, 2002). Especially in the Hydrozoa class, whole body

regeneration and regeneration of multiple structures is common

during both stages (Fujisawa, 2003; Fujita et al., 2019; Fujita

et al., 2021). Scyphozoa polyps can regenerate their complete

body after strobilation or after sustaining an injury (Steinberg,

1963; Werner, 1967; Neumann, 1977; Hofmann et al., 1996;

Kroiher et al., 2000). Among the scyphozoan medusae, different

regenerative capacities were reported (Abrams et al., 2015;

Gamero-Mora et al., 2019).

An exceptionally high regenerative capacity was observed for

the jellyfish Cassiopea (Zeleny, 1907; Stockard, 1910; Cary, 1916;

Gamero-Mora et al., 2019). These jellyfish exhibit a unique

benthic lifestyle (Bigelow, 1900), which gave them their

colloquial name the “upside-down jellyfish”, and live in a close

symbiotic relationship with photosynthetic dinoflagellates from

the family Symbiodiniaceae (Thornhill et al., 2006; Lampert,

2016; LaJeunesse et al., 2018). They occur cosmopolitan in both

tropical and subtropical coastal ecosystems (Morandini et al.,

2017; Ohdera et al., 2018). The polyps of Cassiopea can

regenerate their functional and radially symmetrical structures

from fragments (Curtis and Cowden, 1972). Several studies

demonstrated that also the umbrella tissue of medusae

(Stockard, 1910; Cary, 1916), and even body structures such as

oral arms and oral appendages (Zeleny, 1907; Gamero-Mora

et al., 2019), had the potential to regenerate after injuries. The

regeneration was accelerated with a greater extent of the injury

(Zeleny, 1907) and the presence of sense organs (Cary, 1916). In

addition, Stockard (1910) observed a decreasing body size

during regeneration due to the increased energy demand. In

contrast to Cassiopea, the moon jellyfish Aurelia aurita can

rearrange its existing body structures to regain body symmetry

instead of regenerating it (Abrams et al., 2015).

Despite several studies already reporting an exceptionally

high regenerative capacity of Cassiopea (Zeleny, 1907; Stockard,

1910; Cary, 1916; Gamero-Mora et al., 2019), Gamero-Mora
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et al. (2019) and Fujita et al. (2021) even proposed that a fully

functioning medusa could regenerate from just umbrella tissue.

Our observations after a previous laboratory accident supported

this proposal leading to our experiment where we wanted to

assess (i) whether umbrella tissue could regenerate all body

structures and thus enable whole body regeneration. Further, we

aimed to examine (ii) the effect of medusa size on regeneration.

We hypothesised that a whole-body regeneration may be

possible, depending on the size of the umbrella tissue hosting

the endosymbionts and the presence of oral arms enabling a

mixotrophic feeding strategy to meet the increased energy

demand (Stockard, 1910).
Materials and methods

To address our hypotheses, 18 medusae of three different

size classes were cut into two fragments each, one with oral arms

and one without. We then monitored survival, pulsation

behavior, growth and regeneration pattern in form of medusa

development over a five-week period.
Collection and maintenance

In total, 18 medusae were selected for fragmentation and 6

medusae were assigned to the control group. All 24 jellyfish were

raised from the polyp stage under laboratory conditions.

According to their umbrella diameter, all jellyfish were

classified into three size classes and one control group: small

(3.5 – 5.9 cm), medium (6.0 – 7.9 cm), large (8.0 – 11.1 cm) and

the control group (2.4 – 8.1 cm), each containing six medusae.

From each of the 18 medusae a triangular was cut out of the

umbrella without damaging the oral arms using a scalpel thus

generating a total of 36 fragments (Figure 1). There was no

specific axis area selected for the cutting of the triangular shaped

piece. Half of the triangular shaped pieces consisted only of

umbrella tissue (UT-fragment), whereas the other half still had

the oral region including oral arms attached (OA-fragment).

Overall, seven groups were created that were differentiated by

size and the presence or absence of oral arms (UT-small, UT-

medium, UT-large, OA-small, OA-medium, OA-large, Control).

All generated fragments and controls were distributed into six

aquaria (Figure 1). Each aquarium contained OA- and UT-

fragments of each size class as well as one control. All aquaria

were kept at similar conditions (salinity: 37.0 ± 2.0‰,

temperature: 26.0 ± 1.5°C, 12:12 h light/dark cycle with ~217

μmol m-2 s-1) during the experiment period of 33 days. The

illuminance was measured in lux and converted to

photosynthetically active radiation (PAR, mmol m-2 s-1) using

a conversion factor of 52.0 (Tilstra et al., 2018). Twice a week all

jellyfish with oral arms (OA-fragments and controls) were fed

with freshly hatched Artemia nauplii. Each aquarium was sub-
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separated into three areas using perforated plexiglass to ensure

equal water conditions in all parts and to help with the

identification of the individual fragments. Weekly water

exchanges of 10% ensured stable water parameters.
Data collection

Overall survival was calculated in percentage for the different

groups and the different fragment types. Fragments were

classified as dead if no pulsation behavior was detectable and

disintegration of the umbrella tissue became visible.

The average pulsation rate (in bpm) of every fragment, OA

and UT likewise, was determined three times a week by counting

the number of pulsations in one minute, which was repeated

three times in a row and then averaged. A complete pulsation

cycle (one contraction and the following relaxation of the

umbrella tissue to the maximum extension) was only counted

when the contraction was visible throughout the whole body.

The weekly change in the average pulsation rate (CPR in % * d-1)

was calculated for each fragment as follows:

CPR % � d−1
� �

=
100*

Pfinal
Pinitial

− 1
� �

Dt

where Pfinal is the average pulsation rate (in bpm) at the end and

Pinitial the average pulsation rate at the beginning of the

respective week and Dt is the interval in days.
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The aboral umbrella area (in cm2) was determined from the

weekly photographs using the polygon tracing function in

ImageJ version 1.53e. For this, a photograph of each medusae

with the largest expansion during one pulsation cycle was

chosen. The weekly specific growth rates (SGR per day) were

calculated using the following formula:

SGR   d−1
� �

=
( lnAfinal − lnAinitial)

Dt

where Afinal and Ainitial are the final and initial average umbrella

area (in cm2) of the respective week and Dt is the growth interval

in days. SGR is expressed in cm2 of umbrella area per cm2 of

umbrella area per day, which can be simplified as d-1 (Wijgerde

et al., 2012; Tilstra et al., 2017).

To determine the development of the fragments, all fragments

and controls were visually analyzed and a photo series from the

aboral site was taken for a complete pulsation cycle once per week.

Each fragment was then classified into a regeneration class

according to the criteria in Table 1 and the associated

calculation for the percentage of rebuild body structures in the

Supplementary Material. Because the controls did not participate

in the regeneration, a separate class was defined.
Statistical analyses

The statistical analyses were performed using R (v.4.0.5; R

Development Core Team, 2021) with Rstudio (v.1.1.463;
FIGURE 1

Experimental Design. Outline of the experimental design representing the distribution of the seven different groups (UT-small, UT-medium, UT-
large, OA-small, OA-medium, OA-large, Control) within one aquarium. The fragment type is indicated by color (Oral Arm [OA] - fragment = red,
Umbrella Tissue [UT] - fragment = blue, Control = white). Inside the aquarium two perforated plexiglass panels, indicated by black vertical lines,
were used to better identify the fragments. In total, six aquaria were replicated using this design.
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RStudio Team, 2016) and the car (v.3.0-10; Fox and Weisberg,

2019), themultcomp (v.1.4-16; Hothorn et al., 2008), the rstatix

(v.0.7.0; Kassambara, 2021), the ggpubr (v.0.4.0; Kassambara,

2020) and the tidyverse (v. 1.3.0; Wickham et al., 2019)

packages. To analyze differences in the initial and final

regeneration classes for each group, a paired Wilcoxon

signed rank test with continuity correction was applied. Dead

fragments were excluded from this analysis beforehand.

Weekly CPR were compared for each week between the

seven groups using a single factorial variance analysis

(ANOVA). A post hoc multiple comparison t-test with

Bonferroni adjusted p-values was carried out afterwards. The

required normal distribution for the ANOVA was checked by

visual inspection of residual plots and variance homogeneity

was checked with the Levene’s test (p > 0.05). Since these

assumptions did not apply for the weekly SGR, a Kruskal-

Wallis test was conducted to compare the SGR of the different

groups in each week. A post hocmultiple comparisonWilcoxon

rank sum test with adjusted p-values by the Benjamini and

Hochberg method was carried out afterwards. The results were

considered significant below a p-value of 0.05.
Results

Survival

Two fragments from a total of 36 fragments died on the last

day of the experiment (33 days after fragmentation) resulting in

an overall fragment survival of 94.4%. The affected fragments

belonged to the UT-medium and UT-large group. Thus, the

survival in the UT-fragment group was 88.8% while the survival

was 100.0% in the OA-fragment group.
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Change in pulsation rate (CPR)

Pulsation behavior occurred in all fragments and lasted until

the end except for two fragments that died after 33 days of the

experiment. The CPR were differentiated into groups and weeks

(Figure 2). A significant effect of the factor “group” was only

found in the first week (ANOVA, F = 4.66, p = 0.005). In this

week, significantly higher CPR were found in the OA-small

compared to the UT-small (multiple comparison t-test, p =

0.044), the UT-medium (multiple comparison t-test, p = 0.046)

and the UT-large (multiple comparison t-test, p = 0.001) group.
Specific growth rate (SGR)

The SGR were analyzed weekly for each group (Figure 3). A

significant effect of the factor “group” was found in the first

(Kruskal-Wallis, X2 = 27.96, p< 0.001), the second (Kruskal-

Wallis, X2 = 27.97,p < 0.001) and the third (Kruskal-Wallis, X2 =

13.51, p = 0.036) week. In the first week, significantly higher SGR

were determined in the control and in the OA-small and OA-

large group compared to all UT-groups (multiple comparison

Wilcoxon rank sum test, p < 0.05). In the second week,

significantly higher SGR were also detected in the control and

the OA-small group compared to all UT-groups (multiple

comparison Wilcoxon rank sum test, p < 0.05). Contrary to

the results of the Kruskal-Wallis test for the third week, no

significant differences between the groups were found according

to the Wilcoxon rank sum post hoc test.
Regeneration patterns

All fragments were placed into regeneration class 2 after

fragmentation because they remained actively pulsating and

alive. Within 12 days after fragmentation the first signs of

regeneration of umbrella tissue became visible. At the site of

injury, new tissue which was brightly coloured developed.

Furthermore, the umbrella shapes became more spherical in

31 fragments whilst the other 5 fragments were already spherical.

After 19 days, 4 of the UT-fragments developed oral arms with

oral funnels while the first UT-fragments regenerated rhopalia

two weeks later. Compared to the UT-group, the regeneration of

rhopalia was already observed after 19 days in 3 OA-fragments.

At the end of the experiment, 18 fragments (10 OA- and 8 UT-

fragments) had regenerated rhopalia and oral arms as new body

structures and were therefore placed into regeneration classes 5

to 7, depending on the number of regenerated body structures.

As an illustration of the regeneration process, a time series was

created for a UT-fragment (Figure 4).

Significant differences between the initial and final

regeneration class were found in the OA-small (paired
TABLE 1 Regeneration Classes. A total of 9 regeneration classes
were defined depending on pulsation behavior, umbrella growth and
development of body structures.

Regeneration
class

Criteria

0 Died, no pulsation behavior

1 No pulsation, negative or no growth

2 Active pulsation, negative or no growth

3 Active pulsation, becoming spherical, growth

4 Active pulsation, spherical shape, growth

5 Active pulsation, starts to build new body structures

6 Active pulsation, 50% of body structures rebuild(compared
to original medusa)

7 Active pulsation, 80% of body structures rebuild(compared
to original medusa)

8 Control group
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Wilcoxon, p = 0.036), OA-medium (paired Wilcoxon, p =

0.034), OA-large (paired Wilcoxon, p = 0.035) and UT-small

(paired Wilcoxon, p = 0.034) group (Figures 5A–D). In contrast,

no differences were found in the UT-medium (paired Wilcoxon,

p = 0.169) and UT-large (paired Wilcoxon, p = 0.169) group

(Figures 5E, F).
Discussion

Several studies have already demonstrated a high

regenerative capacity of the upside-down jellyfish Cassiopea

(Zeleny, 1907; Stockard, 1910; Cary, 1916; Gamero-Mora

et al., 2019). Linked to these previous findings, we could now

demonstrate that a fully functioning medusa can regenerate

from just umbrella tissue with no differences between size

classes and fragment types.
Frontiers in Marine Science 05
How are the pulsation behavior and
umbrella area affected during
regeneration?

During the experiment, all fragments maintained their pulsation

behavior except for two fragments that died at the end of the

experiment. Significantly different CPR between groups were only

detected in the first week where a higher CPR was determined in the

OA-large group compared to the different UT-groups. This could be

related to the fact that the UT-groups had less rhopalia and umbrella

tissue after fragmentation in which the pulsation was initiated,

especially in comparison to the OA-large group (Mayer, 1908;

Cary, 1916). In the following four weeks, no further differences in

CPR were observed, presumably because the pulsation rate in the

UT-groups only declined in the first week due to the fragmentation

and remained the same afterwards. From the second week onwards,

an average increase in the pulsation rate was observed in all groups.
FIGURE 2

Weekly change in pulsation rate (CPR) for the different groups (n = 6 for all groups). Control (CT), oral arm (OA) - and umbrella tissue (UT) -
fragments are indicated by white, red and blue color, respectively. The data is presented as boxplots including the median (black line), the mean
value (black cross) and outliers (black dots). Significant differences between groups according to a multiple comparison t-test with Bonferroni
adjusted p-values are indicated by asterisks (*p< 0.05, **p< 0.01).
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Nonetheless, no significant differences of the CPR were found

between the control and all other groups (Figure 2). Therefore,

this effect cannot be attributed to regeneration but was likely due to

overall tank effects or an insufficient acclimatization phase that

affected all groups. In the small tanks, the dissolved organic

carbon (DOC) content was likely higher compared to larger tanks

in which the jellyfish were previously kept which may lead to

increased pulsation rates (Tilstra et al., 2022). Therefore, DOC

measurements should be included in subsequent experiments.

Similar to the CPR, significant differences of the SGR between

the groups were determined in the first and additionally the second

week. In these weeks, a significant difference between the control and

all UT-fragment groups was found (Figure 3) but not between

control and OA-fragment groups. The UT-fragments were not fed

during the experiment in comparison to the control and OA-

fragment due to the absence of oral arms and oral funnels.

Therefore, the UT-fragments were deprived from heterotrophic

nutrition. Stockard (1910) could also demonstrate that unfed

medusae decreased in size which was exacerbated in regenerating
Frontiers in Marine Science 06
individuals. From the third week onwards, presumably no more

differences were detected, as the UT-groups had reached a small size

that could be sustained with only an autotrophic diet (Verde and

McCloskey, 1998). Despite the overall regeneration of umbrella tissue

which was visible in all groups, no significant growth was observed

within the OA-fragment group. The high energy demand during

regeneration may have caused old tissue to be consumed (Stockard,

1910) while new tissue was regenerated presumably resulting in no

growth. In addition, all OA-fragments may have been underfed due

to a low availability of heterotrophic food sources and therefore the

increased energy demand may not have been fulfilled.
How do fragments of the jellyfish
Cassiopea develop after fragmentation?

Overall, a very high survival of 100% for the OA-fragment

and 88.8% for the UT-fragment group was reached during the

experiment demonstrating a high tolerance of Cassiopea sp.
FIGURE 3

Weekly specific growth rate (SGR) for the different groups (n = 5 for the UT-medium and the UT-large group in week 5; n = 6 for the other
groups). Control (CT), oral arm (OA) - and umbrella tissue (UT) - fragments are indicated by white, red and blue color, respectively. The data is
presented as boxplots including the median (black line), the mean value (black cross) and outliers (black dots). Different letters indicate
significant differences between the groups in the respective week according to a multiple comparison Wilcoxon rank sum test with adjusted p-
values by the Benjamin and Hochberg method (p< 0.05).
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medusae against physical damages. Because only two fragments

died in total (one of which belonged to the UT-medium and UT-

large group, respectively), no significant differences in the

survival were found between the groups. Fragments from the

UT-fragment group could have been more susceptible since only
Frontiers in Marine Science 07
an autotrophic feeding mode was possible and these had to

regenerate larger parts of their body compared to OA-fragments.

Consistent with our findings, Stockard (1910) demonstrated that

medusae which needed to regenerate larger parts decreased

more in body size and became emaciated because energy for
B C

D E F

G H I

J K L

A

FIGURE 4

Development of an umbrella tissue (UT)-fragment. This timeseries shows the development of a fragment that only consisted of umbrella tissue.
The documentation of the development continued after the official end of the experiment. The first picture (A) displayed the situation on the
day of fragmentation. The following pictures were made (B) 5 days, (C) 12 days, (D) 19 days, (E) 26 days, (F) 33 days after fragmentation during
the experiment and (G) 40 days, (H) 47 days, (I) 54 days, (J) 2 months, (K) 3 months and (L) 10 months after fragmentation outside the official
experiment period. All pictures were taken on graph paper (1 mm x 1 mm).
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regeneration is drawn from the old body tissue. Eventually, the

UT-fragments could have consumed themselves causing their

own death.

Significant differences between the initial and final

regeneration class were found in all OA-fragment groups (small,

medium and large) and the UT-small group (Figure 5). In contrast,

no significant differences were detected in the UT-large and UT-

medium group although the dead fragments were excluded

beforehand. This could be related to the aforementioned fact

that these fragments had to regenerate larger parts and

presumably became more emaciated than smaller fragments or

fragments with oral arms (Stockard, 1910). As a result, the

regenerationmay have proceededmore slowly in these two groups.

Although no differences were detected in the UT-large and

UT-medium group, regeneration of umbrella tissue was observed

for all fragments and groups after 12 days. New umbrella tissue
Frontiers in Marine Science 08
formed at the site of the injury and was brighter than the

previously existing tissue. The brighter color is likely due to the

absence of endosymbionts in the early development stage of the

umbrella tissue (Oswald et al., 2007). Indeed, tissue became

visually darker during the experiment, suggesting colonization

with endosymbionts. This may be an important process for the

fragment as its energy requirement is dependent on the close

coupling of the host and endosymbiont (Freeman et al., 2016;

Freeman et al., 2017). In general, the ability to regenerate umbrella

tissue after fragmentation is well-known for medusae of Cassiopea

(Stockard, 1910; Cary, 1916). Additionally, regeneration of body

structures like rhopalia and oral arms was observed within all UT-

and OA-groups. The regeneration of a new oral region containing

oral arms from umbrella tissue was already described in previous

studies after an injury at the margin of the umbrella (Gamero-

Mora et al., 2019) and after removal of the oral region (Zeleny,
A B

D E F

C

FIGURE 5

Regeneration classes during the experiment distributed into groups (A) oral arm (OA)-small, (B) OA-medium, (C) OA-large, (D) umbrella tissue
(UT)-small, (E) UT-medium and (F) UT-large (n = 5 for the UT-medium and the UT-large group; n = 6 for the other groups). OA- and UT-
fragments are indicated by red and blue colour, respectively. The control class is excluded since this group did not participate in regeneration.
All data are shown as mean ± SE. Asterisks indicate significant differences between the initial and final regeneration class (*p< 0.05). The
respective criteria for the different regeneration classes are shown in Table 1.
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1907). Unlike these previous studies, we could now demonstrate

that UT-fragments can combine these regenerative capacities to

become spherical again by regenerating umbrella tissue and

develop new body structures to become a fully functional

medusa. This whole-body regeneration could be based on a

trans-differentiation potential of striated muscle cells in the

umbrella tissue already observed in the order Anthomedusae

suggesting a complete regeneration of body structures (Schmid,

1992; Schmid & Reber-Müller, 1995). Nevertheless, it needs to be

further investigated, whether the same process takes place in

Cassiopea medusae. Furthermore, a sequence in the

regeneration process was determined. As a first step the

fragments became more spherical and afterwards regenerated

new body structures. This sequence may potentially be

correlated to the importance of radial symmetry for movement

via propulsion (Abrams et al., 2015) and likely also for a complete

and homogenous pulsation process. Therefore, regaining radial

symmetry may be an important step in enabling further

regeneration of body structures (Fujita et al., 2021).

Overall, this observed regenerative capacity of Cassiopea sp.

is comparable to the regenerative capacity of the medusae of

Clytia hemisphaerica and Campanularia johnstoni, both

belonging to the Hydrozoa class (Schmid, 1974; Sinigaglia

et al., 2020). In these species, it was demonstrated that a fully

functioning medusa can regenerate from just umbrella tissue.

Similar to our findings, it was further found that the fragments of

C. hemisphaerica first become spherical before the regeneration

of body structures occurs (Sinigaglia et al., 2020). Nevertheless,

within the Scyphozoa class, to which Cassiopea belongs, no

comparative regenerative capacity was yet observed. In the

Scyphozoan jellyfish A. aurita only a rearrangement of existing

body structures without regeneration was demonstrated

(Abrams et al., 2015).
Ecological implications

Our data suggest that whole body regeneration of Cassiopea

sp.’ umbrella tissue could have a great ecological relevance.

Together with the ecophysiological plasticity and very high

resilience of Cassiopea medusae to changing environmental

factors (Mayer, 1916; Aljbour et al., 2017; Banha et al., 2020;

Mammone et al., 2021; Muffett et al., 2022; Tilstra et al., 2022), this

high regenerative capacity could have further contributed to the

recent invasive success of Cassiopea (Ohdera et al., 2018; Stampar

et al., 2020). As injuries are very common in benthic invertebrates

(Lindsay, 2010), the high regenerative capacity of Cassiopea could

lead to the propagation of originally fragmented umbrella pieces.

These injuries may be especially related to extreme environmental

events such as storms or anthropogenic activities like bottom
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trawling (Lindsay, 2010). Nonetheless, it would require further

investigation into the extent to which umbrella tissue is

fragmented from Cassiopea medusae in their natural

environment to identify the consequences.

Our findings also support the proposal of Cassiopea as a

model organism to uncover mechanisms underlying tissue

regeneration (Fujita et al., 2021). Overall, our results give rise

to many new questions that should be addressed in further

experiments. The most important of which is to assess the in-situ

relevance of this regenerative capacity, e.g. can medusae of

Cassiopea actively release umbrella tissue to reproduce asexually.
Conclusion

Altogether, we demonstrate that a fully functioning medusa of

Cassiopea sp. can regenerate from only umbrella tissue with no

significant differences between size classes and fragment types

exceeding the current knowledge. We further show that Cassiopea

sp. has a high tolerance against physical damage caused by

fragmentation. In addition, our findings suggest that regeneration

does not affect pulsation behavior but growth due to the increased

energy demand. Fragments without oral arms may be especially

affected because of their exclusive reliance on autotrophic nutrition.

Fragments that need to regenerate larger body parts may even

regenerate slower and become more emaciated due to the increased

energy demand during regeneration.

In combination with its mixotrophic lifestyle and

ecophysiological plasticity (Aljbour et al., 2017; Rädecker et al.,

2017; Ohdera et al., 2018; Banha et al., 2020; Stampar et al., 2020;

Mammone et al., 2021), this observed regenerative capacity

could be an additional tool explaining the invasive success of

Cassiopea. Since our results show that Cassiopea sp. has vast

regenerative capacities in the umbrella tissue, it may further

serve as a potent model organism in the quest to decipher

cellular mechanisms that enable regeneration, as was also

proposed by Fujita et al. (2021).
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